Canyon Creek offers framed and full access premium cabinet lines; a value frame-less line and Closets Plus for all of your storage needs.

Our standard design options and custom capabilities provide the flexibility to design within any budget. You can order it all with fixed lead times of as little as four weeks...

Turn your guest room, basement or condo into a multi-tasking dynamo! Featuring the popular Murphy Wall Bed hardware, our beds will accommodate either a full- or queen-size mattress.

Wardrobe cabinets are designed to complement the lines of the bed, and come in a variety of configurations that include open shelves, doors and drawers for maximum functionality.

Available for Cornerstone and Millennia in all of our standard colors and most of our standard wood species, including rustics.
Bed Case
- Full: 59-1/2" W x 84" H x 18" or 21" D
- Queen: 65-1/2" W x 89" H x 18" or 21" D
- Frameless construction with open back
- 3/4" thick plywood panels

Murphy Wall Bed Hardware
- Supreme Steel System
- Adjustable, multi-spring steel lifts on right and left side
- Fold away, heavy-duty, steel tubular legs & crossbar have black textured finish

Bed Frame
- Fits up to a 12" thick standard Full or Queen mattress (not included)
- Four-sided, 3" steel frame with cross supports and Velcro strap
- Steel cross support bars run horizontal between frame sides
- 1/2" thick NWV Plywood support panels installed between steel supports
- Factory-assembled with doors attached
- Assembly required
- Hardware kit and installation instructions included

Wardrobe Storage Cabinets
- Wardrobes are configured to align with doors and reveals of wall beds, and may not align with our standard cabinet configurations
- Construction: Plywood and FMI only
- Full: 84" H | Queen: 89" H
- 18" - 30" W in 3" increments
- 24" D | Some available 2" D